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In Matters of Covering up Child Abuse 

- Physical, Sexual and Emotional - 

by Cheshire West and Chester County Council. 
 

Dear Mr Miller, 

 

Mark Palethorpe wrote to you on 4th April 2013 regarding abuse of my children by their mother and the 

social workers involved. Mr Palethorpe is correct in very little, and incorrect (I say deliberately) in what 

actually matters. 

 

The local authority received a detailed complaint from me in 2010 to which they brushed the complaint 

under the carpet with a simple reply actually created by the people being complained about. I informed 

them at the time that their reply was unacceptable, but they simply avoided taking action. I sent the 

complaint to LGO who forwarded it again to the local authority who ignored it. On this point Mr 

Palethorpe has lied to you. 

 

The local authority received from me an even more detailed and updated complaint on 8th April 2013 of 

some 44 highly cross referenced pages to which the people being complained about again wrote a simple 

brush under the carpet reply of some 2 pages. Their comment was simply that the complaint was without 

facts; even though there are numerous facts like the local authority issuing imprisonment documents on 

me, the domestic violence of the mother. A professor friend of mine who used to vet courses for training 

people in social work said it was unbelievable as a reply. I have informed them again that the reply is 

unacceptable and it needs to go to the next level. 

 

The local authority reported a formal detailed Chronology of this case. It is the most unbelievable 

document that shows prejudice, lies and very deliberate cover ups. It was removed because it was so 

bad. In it the local authority covered up a [abuses] of my daughter while in her mother’s care. The local 

authority reported it never happened, the police reported that it did happen (in detail). Two consequent 

[abuses] have occurred that the social workers involved covered up. In one case, mum’s boyfriend pushed 

my daughter onto the couch and stared up her skirt. The social worker went and had a meeting with him 

and forced my daughter to apologise to him for telling about it.  

 

The local authority have historically refuted and covered up the mother’s domestic violence and domestic 

abuse of the children. These are now accepted on copious evidence. However, they are still trying to 

cover it up. The children were placed in a violent and abusive mum’s care based on negligence. 

 

The local authority when they got responsibility for the children prevented the police from talking to 

the children. The police wrote to me saying they could not investigate because CSC had responsibility 

that not only prevented them, but CSC had reported everything was fine. The police were never allowed 

to investigate a physical assault on my son and another [abuse] incident on my daughter. My daughter 

has written a number of documents asking for help from the courts saying she is scared living at her 

mum’s house. She has also self harmed and her school results have been very poor for her capability. 

 

So, Mr Palethorpe has lied to you regarding police having investigated everything. The local authority 

got it wrong at the start and has simply kept digging themselves deeper and deeper into doing 

wrong. CSC is being encouraged to create lies to cover things up. Please see the Local Authority 

Chronology and my 8th April 2013 Complaint documents and have them examined by an ethical and 

capable person. It shows clearly that this local authority has covered up sexual abuse and domestic 

violence of children and spent over £500,000 in doing so.  

 

Yours Faithfully,   

[dad name removed],  

[address removed] 


